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Abstract: Unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) are becoming the foremost part of rescue teams for
protecting human lives from severe disasters and reducing human casualties by informing them
about the risks ahead, such as mine detection and clearance. In mine detection, a centralized system
is required so that the UGVs can communicate with each other efficiently to disseminate the mine
detection messages (MDMs) to incoming vehicles of military and civilians. Therefore, in this piece of
research, a novel unmanned ground and aerial vehicle (UGAV)-based mine-detection-vehicle routing
(MDVR) protocol has been proposed, mainly for the mine detection and clearance teams using a
vehicular ad hoc network (VANET). The protocol disseminates the MDMs using UGVs and unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) in combination to overcome the limitations of only inter-UGV communication.
The proposed protocol performs cluster-based multicast communication in real time using UAVs so
that the dynamic mobility of UGVs cannot affect the performance of MDM dissemination. Hence,
the proposed scheme is adaptable because any failure in message delivery can cause a high level of
destruction. The proposed cluster-based scheme can adapt to any real-time scenario by introducing
the level-based cluster-head election scheme (LBCHE), which works concerning its assigned priority
for reducing the delay incurred in MDMs dissemination. The simulation of the proposed protocol in
the network simulator (NS) shows that the overhead and delay are reduced in MDMs dissemination.
At the same time, the throughput, packet delivery ratio, and stability increased compared to the other
competing protocols.

Keywords: unmanned ground vehicles; unmanned aerial vehicles; mines; VANET; cluster-head
election; multicast communication

1. Introduction

UGVs and UAVs have an important role in the recent developments in various
fields such as rescue operations, monitoring of inaccessible areas, inspection of build-
ing construction, monitoring of electrical work, development of intelligent transportation
systems, etc. [1,2]. UGVs are being used for detecting buried mines to safeguard the civil-
ian population and military troops [3–5]. According to World Bank and United Nations
statistics, hundreds of civilian and military casualties are reported yearly [6]. UGVs are now
becoming an essential part of military fleets to meet the challenges of human safety. The
efficiency of UGVs can be improved by developing a centralized coordination system based
on cluster formation for disseminating the MDMs to incoming vehicles (IVs) successfully,
as shown in Figure 1 [7–9]. In this centralized coordinating system, the vehicles share
information with the cluster head for making collective decisions within a cluster rather
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than individual assessments [10]. For example, the movement decisions taken collectively
within dangerous remote areas provide safety to mine detection and clearance staff [11,12].
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Figure 1. Mine detection and message dissemination to incoming UGVs.

Inter-vehicular communication (IVC) has been successfully implemented within VANET,
where messages are transmitted to incoming vehicles (IVs) about the risks ahead [13–15].
In VANET, the vehicles communicate with each other at 5.9 GHz within the range of
300–1000 m using the IEEE-802.11p standard [16–18]. The safety messages and MDM-
disseminating schemes have been developed by Farooq et al. [19–21]. However, the defense
system analysis (DSA) shows that further work and developments are needed to meet
human safety challenges [22]. Therefore, the performance of these protocols is improved
by modifying the routing strategy through a combination of UGVs and UAVs. UAVs can
maintain a constant altitude of 300 to 1000 m by satisfying the IEEE-802.11p standard range
of communication within VANET.

Moreover, communication between UGVs and UAVs was also proposed and imple-
mented efficiently for urban areas in [23–25]. The UAVs can efficiently communicate and
disseminate messages from air to air and air to ground, as illustrated in [26,27]. Combining
UGVs and UAVs into a single routing scheme results in strong IVC links and an effective
central coordination system, which reduces any likelihood of delay or failure in MDM
dissemination. Moreover, the proposed scheme can better address the VANET challenges
of network fragmentation, dynamic mobility, delay, unstable IVC links, and overhead by
reducing the transmission and communication gap of UGVs by using the air-to-ground
links of UAVs. The overhead shows the ratio of total control packets sent to total received
data packets at the destination, calculated during dynamic vehicular mobility and by
varying the size of the cluster.

In the proposed design, the cluster-based scheme is adopted because the mine-
detection vehicles need to move in groups to clear the required piece of land of buried
mines. Additionally, the UGVs can cooperate better when moving within a single cluster
by developing a central coordination system led by the head of the cluster. Furthermore,
the overhead is distributed upon several clusters, reducing the delay and increasing the
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throughput. Besides this, the UGVs can adapt to unpredictable scenarios such as hilly
areas, deserts, rough terrains, irregular trajectories, etc. Equally, the multicast approach
enhances the proposed protocol performance manifold by increasing the throughput and
reducing the overhead by disseminating the message to desired vehicles only, rather than
to all incoming vehicles (IVs) [16,28]. Moreover, the multicasting technique increases the
packet delivery ratio [29,30].

The distinctiveness of the proposed protocol can also be found in the several real-time
applications in which efficient message dissemination is required, such as during landslides,
floods, snow falling, fog, etc. In these situations, the UGVs are not enough to achieve the
desired goals because of inaccessible areas without the assistance of UAVs. Although the
proposed protocol is a small development toward saving human casualties, it will be useful
for researchers to enhance its performance and scope within several other applications,
as illustrated in the proposed future work. The UGV and UAV combination provides the
following advantages:

1. The UGVs maintain a safe distance from the mines, and UAVs eliminate the commu-
nication gap between mine-detection and incoming vehicles (IVs).

2. The UAVs provide better connectivity and establish stable IVC links among UGVs
through the air-to-ground links where UGVs cannot move together because of rough
terrain, irregular trajectories, and hilly areas. Consequently, the network fragmenta-
tion in the proposed protocol reduces, resulting in low delay, minute overhead, high
throughput, and stable IVC links.

The main motivation for developing the UGAVs-MDVR protocol is to save human life
in rescue operations, detect buried mines, monitor inaccessible areas, inspect construction,
develop intelligent transportation systems, etc. The proposed protocol works by combining
the UGVs and UAVs into a single routing scheme that results in strong IVC links and an
effective central coordination system, which reduces any likelihood of delay or failure
in MDM dissemination in rescue operations. The cluster-based centralized coordinating
system is adopted for taking the collective decision of movement within dangerous remote
areas to provide safety to mine detection and clearance staff.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The relevant VANET protocols
are reviewed and analyzed in detail in Section 2. The proposed protocol is developed
and designed in Section 3, along with the algorithms. Further, in Section 4, the proposed
protocol is simulated and compared with the state-of-the-art protocols using a network
simulator (NS). Finally, the designed protocol is concluded in Section 5, while future work
is suggested in Section 6.

2. Related Work

In this section, the existing VANET routing protocols based on multicast routing are
reviewed along with those developed for military purposes. The multicast protocols and
their advantages and disadvantages are also analyzed in a Farooq et al. review article [16].
In this survey, the taxonomy of multicast routing protocols is also developed. In addition
to this, the reviewed protocols are also classified into multicast routing methods and types.

The clustering for open inter-vehicle communication network (COIN) protocol [31]
and cluster-based directional routing protocol (CBDRP) [32] are based on multicast routing
protocols developed for urban traffic, but these protocols are unsuitable for real-time
applications where the topology changes dynamically and unpredictably. Therefore, these
protocols cannot work efficiently for MDM dissemination where the scenarios change
rapidly. Additionally, the CBDRP depends upon the geographical position information for
disseminating messages, which may be inaccessible at the required time and cause a delay
in message transmission [16]. Alternatively, the proposed protocol has been designed to
adapt to the vehicle movements in real time to meet the requirements of VANET and to
fulfill the safety standards for saving human lives.

The inter-vehicle geocast (IVG) [33] protocol experiences high delay and overhead
in remote and hilly areas because of its dependence upon the position information for
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routing messages. The cached geocast [34,35] protocol causes high network overhead that
is due to the maintenance of cache records within the dynamic vehicular mobility. The
message transmission scheme of the abiding geocast protocol [34] is based upon the short
message duration, which results in low throughput within dense traffic. GVGrid [36] faces
a high delay in message transmission because of the formation of complex routes within
the congested traffic, creating unstable IVC links.

The mobile just-in-time multicasting protocol (Mobicast) is a spatiotemporary multi-
cast protocol along with the feature of geography in which the messages are transmitted at
a specified geographical area and at a given time ‘t’ only. The specified area is called a zone
of reference (ZOR). The packet delivery ratio of the protocol is high, but the connection
suddenly fails in the case of a change of ZOR. Hence, the protocol is unsuitable for MDM
dissemination where the scenario is unpredictable [37].

Dynamic time-stable geocast routing (DTSG) is a geographical and time-stable protocol
that keeps messages saved within the desired area for a specified period. The protocol
is useful for disseminating short-term information within a specified area. Hence, the
protocol’s performance remains unaffected by the density of the vehicles using the store-
and-carry scheme. On the other hand, the protocol experiences network overhead in
managing message saving for delivery in the specified area and in handling the sudden
switching between the stability modes [38].

The constrained geocast protocol has been developed for cooperative adaptive cruise
control (CACC) for automatic traffic control systems where the future positions of vehicles
are estimated for routing decisions. The protocol’s performance increases in dense traffic
because the future positions can be better estimated. At the same time, the performance
decreases in the case of high mobility, where the density decreases [39].

The geocache protocol has been developed to control the density of the vehicles by
distributing the load on all possible routes. The incoming vehicles are informed ahead of
time by disseminating messages about the density of the vehicles on approaching routes.
The performance of the protocol increases by using the cache mechanism for storing the
information and sharing it during road congestion, whereas the response time increases in
dense traffic [40].

In this paper [41], the communication between military vehicles has been established
by proposing the dynamic routing algorithm. This algorithm combines the location infor-
mation with the intelligent ant colony algorithm to update the routing table efficiently to
improve the node’s linkages. The protocol updates the dynamic routing tables by consum-
ing less setup time to improve the network’s response time. The overhead increases in the
case of high mobility because of the maintenance of tables [41].

In this paper [42], the path planning scheme for mobile robots has been introduced to
find the path in a dynamic environment. The first feasible path is found in the initial phase,
and then the optimal path is found for the robots in a dynamic environment using the
proposed algorithm. The overhead and response time increases in managing path planning
during dense traffic [42].

In this paper [43], the unmanned aerial vehicle is used to improve the network perfor-
mance by reducing the latency and signaling overhead and improving the packet delivery
ratio by proposing a relay selection algorithm with low complexity. The aerial vehicles
communicate with the ground vehicles by using the carry-and-forward scheme [43].

In the protocol proposed in [44], the UAVs are used to increase the efficiency of
message dissemination among the UGVs. The main purpose of the scheme is to perform
search-and-rescue operations. The protocol uses maps and GPS locations to establish routes
and suggest the fastest route for rescue operations [44].

Similarly, the rest of the reviewed multicast protocols [33,45,46] in [16] are also found to
be unsuitable for the dissemination of MDMs in real time because of their dependence upon
the position information because these are based upon the geocast routing scheme. Hence,
the delay incurred while accessing the location information can cause high destruction.
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The routing schemes of [41,47] are developed for military vehicle communication
without considering their stable IVC links, which is the foremost requirement of MDM
dissemination. In ref. [42], the procedure of path planning has been developed, but it
cannot produce any central coordination system for creating stable IVC links. Similarly, [48]
is also based on the geographical position information for routing, which is inappropriate
for our desired application. The protocols [49–51] are also unsuitable for MDM dissemi-
nation because of their aim and focus on path planning only for routing messages. The
protocols [52–54] are also reviewed and analyzed for message dissemination in VANET
and found inappropriate because of the increase in overhead within dense and congested
traffic. The analysis of the literature review has been summarized in Table 1:

Table 1. Comparison Summary of Existing Routing Protocols.

Sr. No Protocols Geographical Cluster-Based Spatiotemporary
Store and
Forward
Scheme

UGVs or
UAVs

Enable

Location-
Based

1 COIN [31] N Y N N N Y
2 IVG [33] Y N N Y N Y
3 Cached Geocast [34,35] Y N N Y N Y
4 Abiding Geocast [34] Y N Y Y N Y
5 GVGrid [36] Y N N Y N Y
6 Mobicast [37] Y N Y N N Y
7 DTSG [38] Y N N N N Y
8 CBDRP [32] N Y N Y N Y
9 Constrained Geocast [39] Y N N Y N Y

10 Geocache Protocol [40] Y N N N N Y
11 Dynamic Routing [41] N N N N N Y
12 Path Planning [42] N N N N N Y
13 Relay Selection for UAVs [43] N N N Y Y Y

14 Leveraging Communicating
UAVs [44] N N N N Y Y

3. Proposed UGAVs-MDVR Protocol

The protocols reviewed in the literature show that these protocols cannot be used for
MDM dissemination in real time because these are developed for handling the traffic of
urban or highway scenarios. Moreover, applying a single VANET protocol in all scenarios
is impossible. Besides this, there is a need to propose a better solution for the VANET
challenges of network fragmentation, dynamic mobility, delay, unstable IVC links, and
overhead by reducing the transmission and communication gap of UGVs by using the
air-to-ground links of UAVs. The overhead shows the ratio of total control packets sent to
total received data packets at the destination, calculated during dynamic vehicular mobility
and by varying the size of the cluster.

Combining UGVs and UAVs into a single routing scheme for message MDM dissemi-
nation is required with strong IVC links and an effective central coordination system to
reduce any likelihood of delay or failure in MDM dissemination. Moreover, there is also
a need for a scheme in which the mine-detection vehicles can move in groups to clear
the required piece of land of buried mines. These vehicles share information in a central
coordination system led by the head of the cluster and are able to adapt themselves to
unpredictable scenarios.

Hence, our previous work [20,21,55] has been enhanced by introducing UAVs to
overcome the existing VANET challenges, as discussed earlier. The basic layout and
structure of communication between UGVs and UAVs have been implemented only to
analyze the scheme’s performance [55]. In the current research, the scheme of cluster
formation, cluster-head election, and cluster speed-limit features have been enhanced. The
cluster members joining the scheme and cluster merging process have been refined and
implemented along with the computation of the speed and direction. Moreover, the scheme
for cluster-head election and cluster management has also been improved. Hence, the
proposed protocol’s architecture and performance have been significantly enhanced.
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The hierarchical approach of the proposed protocol reduces the network overhead and
delay along with the increase in throughput caused by the logical organization of UGVs in
clusters [56]. The hierarchical scheme consists of the following stages:

a. Cluster creation (CC),
b. Level-based cluster-head election (LBCHE),
c. Multicast routing (MRT),
d. Cluster maintenance (CMN)

3.1. Cluster Creation (CC)

The clusters are formed by considering the similar speeds of vehicles because the
UGVs used for mine detection move together during mine detection and clearance. The
direction is identical for cluster formation; otherwise, the UGV will be dropped from the
cluster membership, as given in Algorithm 1 and shown in Equation (1). The cluster
creation process is summarized in the following steps, as given in Algorithm 1:

a. Cluster construction,
b. Cluster-head election,
c. Joining process execution of CMs,
d. Dropping off the CMs,
e. Modification of cluster record,
f. Cluster maintaining process.

Algorithm 1. Creation and maintenance functions for clusters

1. TO complete Vw in Φ(n) Implement //all UGVs
2. IF CL.HD = NOT then //CH not elected
3. Function cluster_creation(VZ) //cluster construction
4. Function CL.HD_election(VZ) //CHE Function
5. IF INVC_military = TRUE && INVC_direct = SAME //the joining of incoming vehicles by

considering direction
6. Function joining_cluster(VZ) //joining as a cluster member
7. modify_cluster(CR) //Update the cluster Record (CR)
8. ENDIF
9. IF Vehicle_CMs(VZ)= CR(modify_stop) //when no change detected
10. Function drop_veh(VZ) //left CM
11. modify_cluster(CR) //modify the CR
12. ENDIF
13. ELSE
14. Function maintain_status_CL.HEAD(VZ) //maintain CH
15. Function keep_status_CLMN(VZ) //maintain Cluster
16. Function keep_connection(UAV)
17. ENDIF

Cluster (C) =


CMB1 ∈ [SPDCMB1|dr1]
CMB2 ∈ [SPDCMB2|dr2]

.

.
CMBn ∈ [SPDCMBn|drn]

 (1)

where CMB1, CMB2, and CMB3 are cluster members that move with speed SPDCMBn and
direction’ dr1’.

3.2. Level-Based Cluster-Head Election (LBCHE)

In LBCHE, a single vehicle is elected from each cluster to manage the cluster members
(CMs) and to develop communication with all adjacent clusters. The LBCHE scheme is
specified as various levels, which adapt to the dynamic mobility of vehicles and scenarios,
such that the IVC links remain stable. The LBCHE scheme is given as follows:

1. The first level has low priority, in which the cluster head (CH) is elected based on the
technology or resources of that UGV and is capable of handling the mine-detection
function efficiently as specified in [45]. The priority is set as low because the UGVs
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are considered completely autonomous in this case. However, the preferences can
be changed manually, also according to the desired requirements. The procedure is
given in Algorithm 2.

2. The second level has medium priority compared to the first and is designed for
scenarios where mines are detected and cleared without human involvement. In this
level, the CH is elected based upon the vehicular speed because, in VANET, the speed
mismatch causes weak IVC links, as analyzed in a survey of VANET protocols [14].
The speed-based cluster-head election (SBCHE) reduces the switching of CHs and
CMs and increases the cluster’s stability by reducing continuous maintenance. In
addition, the SBCHE scheme is made flexible and adaptable by defining the average
speed as the cluster threshold value (CTV) for the CH election. The maximum cluster
speed limit (CSL) for UGVs is 60 m/s because the vehicles move slowly within the
rough terrain, as shown in Equation (2). The CTV is given in Equation (3).

CSL = maximum (60) m/s (2)

CTV = average (CSL) m/s (3)

The CTV is further improved by introducing speed adjustment factor (SAF) ‘u’ as
shown in Equation (4) so that the UGVs can adapt themselves to any scenario:

CTV = CSL ± u (4)

The value of ‘u’ can be varied to select the desired vehicle, specifically CH. For example,
if the value of ‘u’ is increased, then the CH will be selected from the front vehicles of the
cluster since the CTV exceeds the mobility of 30 m/s. Similarly, the CH can be elected from
the last vehicles of the cluster by reducing the value of ‘u’ because the CTV will go below
30 m/s in this case.

3. At the third level, the manual cluster-head election (MCHE) is proposed with high
priority to give the major and foremost control to mine disposal staff so that they can
handle the situation concerning real-time scenarios and by considering the level of
risk. In MCHE, the convoy’s leader can elect any vehicle as CH.

4. The fourth level is introduced with UAVs as CH, where it is difficult to maintain IVC
links of UGVs because of hilly areas and asymmetrical surfaces. Correspondingly,
the UGVs cannot move together in some scenarios because of irregular trajectories
where the inter-vehicular distance increases. Consequently, the UAVs are the best
possible solution to disseminate the MDMs to incoming vehicles (IVs) by reducing
the communication gap through the air-to-ground link, as shown in Figure 2.

The flowchart of the UGAVs-MDVR protocol is shown in Figure 3. The flowchart
elaborates on the steps of cluster creation, the level-based cluster-head election scheme,
and multicast routing. The incoming cluster member joining and cluster joining process is
also demonstrated along with the conditions of similar direction and speed. The cluster
merging function is also illustrated in the flowchart, and finally, the multicast record
updating function is executed to update the records.
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The cluster election process consists of the following steps, as demonstrated in
Algorithm 2 below:

a. Cluster-head election computation,
b. Resources comparison by sharing information with neighboring nodes,
c. Cluster-head election process execution,
d. Maintaining the cluster head and cluster.

Algorithm 2. Election function for clusters

1. TO complete Vw in Φ(n) Implement //all UGVs
2. IF CL.HEAD = NOT then //CH not elected
3. veh_technology _status = find_veh_type(VZ) //find the resources according to mines detection staff

strategy
4. Function calculate_spd_dirct_UGVs(VZ)
5. IF veh_resources_cluster > neighb_vehicles (VZ) //compare UGVs resources with neighboring vehicles
6. then
7. CL.HEAD =VZ //CH election
8. assign vehicle = CL.HD
9. ELSE IF UGVs(Speed && Direction == SIMILAR) && UGVs(Average speed value)==(Speed Threshold

value)
10. then
11. CL.HEAD =VZ
12. assign Vehicle = CL.HD
13. ENDIF
14. ELSE IF VZ.CLUSTER = CL.HD //CH maintenance, if elected already
15. Function keep_ CLMN (VZ) //maintain CH
16. Function joining_cluster_member(VZ)
17. Function leave_cluster_member(VZ)
18. ELSE
19. set VZ.CL(Existing State= Tempoary_Elect (UAV) //if no existing head then elect UAV as CH
20. END IF
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3.3. Cluster Multicast Routing (MRT)

In cluster-based routing, the packets of 512 bytes are transmitted from the source node
to its CH in the first step. Then, the CH forwards the packet to the CH of the destination
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node through intermediate CHs. Hence, the record of all CHs and CMs is maintained
within the cluster record (CR), which is updated by transmitting cluster advertisements
(CADVs) periodically after every 5 s. The CADVs consist of cluster identification, UGV
speed, direction, and sequence number. The sequence numbers are used to differentiate
between the old and new advertisements. The MRT is defined in Algorithm 3, whereas
the message dissemination scheme for all vehicles or only a specific group of vehicles is
illustrated in Algorithm 4. The occurrence of network partitioning can be detected through
periodic CADVs. If the CADVs are not received for more than 10 s, then it shows the
event of network fragmentation. Therefore, the CH election scheme is executed again to
handle the CMs and to establish inter-cluster communication through CHs, as shown in
Algorithm 5. The CR is updated continuously to add the record of newly elected CHs.

The cluster record maintenance and updating process are illustrated as follows in
Algorithm 3:

a. Speed and direction computation,
b. Sequence number update,
c. Advertisement dissemination,
d. Cluster record update process execution.

Algorithm 3. CR development for UGVs

1: TO complete Vw in Φ(n) Implement //all UGVs
2: Function calculate_spd_dirct_UGVs(VZ) //speed and direction computation of UGVs
3: Function modify_vehicle_recent(Identity, spd, dirct, UMDVs)
4: Function modify_current_time(Identity, UGVs)
5: Function modify(Identity, UGVs, sequencenos) //modify sequence number
6: IF time >= 5 then //advertisement dissemination periodically
7: Function distribute_CR(Identity, sqn, spd, dirct,v.time, UGVs, UAVs) //CR dissemination
8: END IF

Algorithm 4. Mine event message transmission to all or specified incoming vehicles

1. TO complete Vw in Φ(n) Implement //all UGVs
2. IF Defined_event_occur = TRUE && transmit (VZ) = YES then
3. Function send_Mine_message(INOMING_ CL.HD)
4. IF CL.Head _ Mine_message _receive(VZ) = YES
5. Function Mine_message (INVC_ CL.HD) // Mine_message transmission to CHs
6. Function Mine_message (INVC_VC_CMs) //Mine_message transmission to other CMs
7. modify_cluster_info(CR) //modify the CR
8. ELSEIF CM_ Mine_message _receive = YES
9. Function Mine_message (Cluster Members)
10. modify_vehicles_record(CR) //modify the CR
11. ENDIF
12. ELSE
13. Function Mine_message (desired_ CL.HD) //dissemination of MDMs to desired CH
14. Function Mine_message (specific_VC_CMs) //dissemination of MDMs to desired CMs
15. END IF

The CH election process is executed again for re-cluster head election upon network
partitioning. The re-election process keeps the network organized for efficiently dissem-
inating the event detection messages irrespective of the sudden and dynamic changes
occurring in the network, as shown in Algorithm 5.
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Algorithm 5. Repeat CH election for handling partitioning within clusters

1. TO complete Vw Φ(n) Implement //all UGVs
2. IF multicast(advertisement receive time)> 10 then //missing of advertisement show the partitioning of the

network
3. Repeat (election CL.Head, VZ) //repeat CH election Function
4. Function send_ advertis_time (VZ) //advertisements dissemination after five seconds periodically
5. modify_clust_info(CR) //modify the CR
6. Function cluster_maintenance(VZ) //modify the CR for a newly formed cluster
7. Function maint(current_cluster, new cluster) //maintain newly formed cluster
8. ELSE
9. Function send_ advertis (periodic_time_space)
10. Function keep_ CL.HD(VZ)
11. Function CLMN(existing_VZ)
12. modify_cluster(CR) //modify the CR
13. END IF

3.4. Cluster Maintenance (CMN)

The CMs join and leave the clusters continuously because of variations in speed,
dynamic trajectories, and hilly areas. Thus, the CMN scheme is defined to keep the record
of all CMs and updates in CR, as shown in Algorithm 6. The computation of the vehicle’s
speed and direction is illustrated in Algorithm 7. The CMN scheme specifies the procedure
to add the new CMs or drop the missing vehicles, as depicted in Algorithm 8. Similarly,
the procedure of cluster merging is also defined in this scheme, as shown in Algorithm 9.

Algorithm 6. Maintenance of cluster record (CR)

1: TO complete Vw in Φ(n) Implement //all UGVs
2: Function send_advertise_UGVs(VZ) //Dissemination of advertisement to adjacent vehicles
3: Function calculate_spd_dirct_UGVs(VZ) //UGVs speed and direction computation
4: IF INCOMING(UGVs) = YES && UGVS_dir = SINGLE THEN //for new vehicles
5: Function add (UGVs) //CR Update
6: modify(CR)
7: END IF
8: IF nearby(CLUSTER VZ)= CR(modify_incomplete_miss_data) THEN
9: Function left (vehicle, CR)
10: modify_record(cluster, CR)
11: END IF

Algorithm 7. UGVs speed and direction computation

1: TO complete Vw in Φ(n) Implement //all UGVs
2: IF send_advertise_time(t) >= 5 THEN
3: Function calculate_spd_dirct_UGVs(VZ) //UGVs speed and direction computation
4: Function share(UGVs, spd, dirct,VZ) //UGVs speed and direction are shared
5: IF UGVs_dirct = dissimilar THEN
6: Function left_(CR,VZ) //drop the vehicle from CR
7: modify_CR(VZ, spd, dirct) //modification of cluster record
8: END IF
9: ELSE
10: Function CR_maintenance(VC_CMs,VZ) //the CR maintenance
11: END IF

The cluster member joining function is elaborated as follows and shown in Algorithm 8:

a. Computation of speed and direction for incoming cluster members,
b. Transmission of request by CH to incoming CMs upon similar speed and direction,
c. Transmission CMs acknowledgement,
d. CMs joining delay computation.
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Algorithm 8. Cluster joining function upon new CM

1. TO complete Vw in Φ(n) Implement //all UGVs
2. IF sp(INVC_UGVs) && dir(INVC_UGVs) == UGVs(VehiclesAhead) //if IVs speed matches vehicles ahead
3. CH_send_joining_request(C,cluster_headID,T1) //transmit join request by CH to IV-CM vehicles with its CH_ID at T1
4. joining_ack_CM(C,Cluster_memberID,T2) //Transmission of CM ack for joining with its CM_ID at T2
5. CM_joining_delay(T2-T1) //Cluster member joining delay calculation
6. END IF

The cluster merging function for the merger of a similar incoming cluster is given as
follows and in Algorithm 9 below:

a. Advertisement reception,
b. Speed and direction computation,
c. Incoming CH joining as CM,
d. Incoming CMs joining.

Algorithm 9. Cluster merging function upon incoming cluster

1. TO complete Vw in Φ(n) Implement //all UGVs
2. IF CLH_ INVC(C)← received(CADV(CLH_NEXT)) //reception of advertisement by CH from CH ahead
3. IF CH_ INVC(speed && direction)==CH_AHEAD(speed && direction) THEN
4. CLH_ INVC = CM(CLH_NEXT) //incoming CH becomes member of CH ahead
5. CLH_ INVC(CMs) = CMs(CLH_NEXT)
6. cluster_merge(CH_ INVC,CLH_NEXT) //cluster head merge with CH ahead
7. END IF
8. END IF

The implementation of the proposed protocol has been elaborated concerning the
creation of clusters and the cluster-head election process. Then, the cluster members joining
and the cluster merging process are illustrated along with the maintenance of the cluster
heads and cluster members. Finally, the last step is maintaining the updated cluster record
for managing and handling the clusters efficiently. The proposed protocol’s execution and
performance evaluation are demonstrated in the next section.

4. Performance Evaluation

The performance of the implemented protocol has been evaluated in a network simula-
tor (NS-2.34) by creating vehicular scenarios and establishing wireless IVC links. NS2 is an
ideal open-source simulator for the implementation of new protocols, where the network
traffic can be visualized graphically [57,58], and these results will become the foundation
for developing the comparative analysis of simulation in NS-3 [59] along with the simu-
lation of urban mobility (SUMO) [60] in future work. The object tool command language
(OTCL) interpreter is used to create various scenarios according to the requirements of the
proposed protocol to analyze its performance. Similarly, multicast communication, packet
handling, channel configuration, event scheduling, timer adjustment, etc. are handled in
C++ language. Awk scripts are also written in C++ to extract the required information from
the trace file to compute packet delivery ratio, throughput, delay, etc.

The performance of the proposed protocol has also been compared to the multicast
ad hoc on-demand distance vector (MAODV) [61] and dynamic source routing (DSR) [62]
protocols. The performance evaluation is based on the computation of the packet deliv-
ery ratio, routing overhead, throughput, cluster stability, and delay with the confidence
interval of 95%. The simulation parameters for performance evaluation within NS2 are
given in Table 2. The total vehicles considered within a kilometer are 5–20 per kilometer
during simulation.
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Table 2. UGAVs-MDVR simulation parameters.

Attributes Values

Maximum Vehicles 45
Vehicles per km 5–20
VANET Range 300–1000 m

Advertisement Interval 5 s
IEEE Protocol IEEE 802.11p

Phy-Modulation OFDM
Channel Bandwidth 10 MHz

IEEE 802.11p Data Rate 3–27 Mbps
Frequency IEEE 802.11p 5.850–5.925 GHz

Transmission Mechanism (MAC) Carrier Sense MA/CA
Maximum Speed 60 km/h

NS Connection category Transmission Control Protocol
Application Category in NS File Transfer Protocol

NS Radio Propagation Two Ray Ground
NS Radio Propagation Aerial Free Space Model

The MAODV has been selected to analyze and compare the multicasting feature of
MAODV with the proposed protocol because the multicast tree is maintained by the group
leader in MAODV and can quickly adapt.

Similarly, the node’s joining and leaving features can be analyzed by making a compari-
son with the DSR, which is based upon source routing that establishes the routes on demand.
The routes are updated upon the successful delivery of messages at the destination.

In MAODV, the multicast tree is maintained by the group’s leader through the transmis-
sion of “Hello” messages at regular intervals. The node replies are lost in MAODV because
of the movement of intermediate nodes to new positions, increasing the routing overhead.

The DSR is based upon source routing that establishes the routes on demand. The
routes are updated upon successful delivery of a message at the destination. DSR floods the
packets to all the network nodes and can transmit them to a single node using the address
filtration technique, which causes high overhead and delay during dynamic mobility and
dense traffic [13,62].

4.1. Overhead

The overhead shows the ratio of total control packets sent to total received data packets
at the destination. The overhead is calculated during dynamic vehicular mobility and by
varying the size of the cluster. The cluster-based technique and multicast communication
approach result in low overhead because of stable IVC links. Moreover, the overhead is
distributed among several clusters, which does not affect the overall performance of the
protocol, as depicted in Figure 4. The overhead may rise because of cluster maintenance
at dynamic mobility. However, it is still low compared to other competing protocols, as
shown in Figure 4b. The overhead is less than 4%, even at the cluster size of 18 cm, because
of the LBCHE and CMN schemes, as noticed in Figure 4b.

The overhead of the DSR and MAODV rises upon varying the mobility of the vehicles.
This behavior shows that the DSR and MAODV are not adapting to dynamic changes
in the network. Hence, the number of control packets increases to maintain the network
connections, resulting in a sudden increase in overhead.

4.2. Throughput

The throughput illustrates the total data packets delivered to the total simulation time
of the scenario, as given in Equation (5) [63]:

Throughput = ∑ All received Packets
∑ Complete Simulation Time

(Size o f Packet) (5)
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Figure 4. (a) UGAVs-MDVR overhead versus mobility; (b) UGAVs-MDVR overhead versus the
number of CMs.

The throughput of the proposed protocol has been recorded as above 86% at the
vehicular mobility of 60 m/s because of strong IVC links, stable cluster formation, and a
multicast communication approach. On the other hand, the throughput of MAODV and
DSR decreases continuously upon high mobility. The throughput of the proposed protocol
is observed to be more than 80%, even at 31 CM per cluster, as depicted in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. (a) UGAVs-MDVR throughput versus mobility; (b) UGAVs-MDVR throughput versus the
number of CMs.

The throughput of the MAODV and DSR is declining continuously because of a
rise in mobility. Hence, the nodes cannot maintain the inter-vehicular connection in
dynamic movements and conditions, resulting in network partitioning. Hence, the MDM
dissemination is affected by varying vehicle mobility in MAODV and DSR. However, the
MDM dissemination is found efficient with stable inter-vehicular links in the proposed
protocol because of its ability to cater to vehicles’ dynamic and sudden mobility.

4.3. Packet Delay Ratio

The PDR calculation demonstrates the ratio of delivered packets to total transmitted
packets as shown in Equation (6) [63]:

PDR =
∑ All Delivered Packets

∑ All Sent Packets
(6)

The PDR is calculated by varying the size of the cluster and speed of UGVs in various
scenarios to analyze the performance of the proposed protocol. The PDR remains above
86%, even at a maximum vehicle speed of 60 m/s, because of a combination of an adaptable
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LBCHE scheme and a multicast communication approach, as depicted in Figure 6a. Alter-
natively, the PDR of MAODV and DSR decrease gradually because of instability caused
by dynamic vehicular mobility, as shown in Figure 6a. The performance of the proposed
protocol remains unaffected by varying the number of CMs from 6 to 30, as shown in
Figure 6b.
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Figure 6. (a) UGAVs-MDVR PDR concerning mobility; (b) UGAVs-MDVR PDR for the number
of CMs.

The simulation results show that the proposed protocol performs efficiently compared
to existing schemes even by increasing the mobility of the vehicles.

The packet delivery ratio is declining in MAODV and DSR by increasing the mobility
of the vehicles. The MAODV and DSR do not maintain the inter-vehicular links stable
upon varying the speed of vehicles and this results in weak inter-vehicular links, which
cause network partitioning. The comparison of the proposed protocol illustrates that the
important need is to maintain the network links as stable. Stable links are only possible by
keeping the network organized and stable irrespective of the network’s dynamic changes
and mobility variations. The UGAVs-MDVR protocol maintains stable inter-vehicular links
by keeping the clusters maintained and organized, irrespective of any dynamic changes in
the network. The rapid updating process of the cluster record plays a major role in keeping
the cluster organized in the proposed protocol.

4.4. Delay

The delay computation signifies the time difference between the packet dissemination
and delivery at the destination, as shown in Equation (7):

Delay =
∑(All Received Packets – All Disseminated Packets

∑ Packets Delivered
(7)

The delay is calculated by varying the cluster size and the speed of UGVs. The delay
is below 4.5 s by increasing the speed to 60 m/s, which signifies the efficiency of LBCHE,
CMN, MRT, and stable IVC links, as shown in Figure 7a. Similarly, Figure 7b illustrates
that the delay is 4 s at 10 adjacent clusters because of the CMN scheme, which effectively
manages the CMs’ joining and leaving. On the other side, the delay is observed to be higher
upon variation in the speed and cluster size of UGVs.
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Figure 7. (a) UGAVs-MDVR delay with respect to mobility; (b) UGAVs-MDVR delay with respect to
the number of clusters.

The simulation results show that the MDM dissemination of the proposed protocol is
efficient by incurring less delay than MAODV and DSR, even by increasing the mobility of
the vehicles. Hence, the MDM dissemination will not be affected by the dynamic mobility of
vehicles. The MAODV and DSR are facing delays because of their unstable inter-vehicular
links upon the dynamic mobility of the vehicles. The comparison results show that the
delay increases upon the rise in mobility, indicating that MDM dissemination will be
affected. The major reason for the rise in the delay of MAODV and DSR is the time the
network takes to organize and update the inter-vehicular links because of the continuous
occurrence of changes in the network. The proposed protocol can adapt itself despite the
dynamic mobility of the vehicles, resulting in the efficient delivery of MDMs by incurring
less delay compared to the MAODV and DSR.

The delay is also computed with respect to the number of CMs joining within the
cluster. The results show that the delay variation is low even by increasing the number of
the CMs within clusters because of the strong inter-vehicular communication links.

4.5. Cluster Stability

The stability of IVC links determines the protocol performance at dynamic mobility.
Otherwise, the MDMs could not be disseminated successfully. The number of CHs and
CMs switching to adjacent clusters shows the stability of a cluster. Only three CH and
five CM switches were found at the maximum speed of 60 m/s, as depicted in Figure 8.
Besides this, the CH and CM switches are very low at the mobility of less than 50 m/s,
which shows the creation of a stable cluster formation.
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The cluster’s stability has been found by varying the mobility of the vehicles. The
CH switching and CM switching are less, which illustrates the strong inter-vehicular
communication links that result in efficient MDM dissemination among vehicles. The
stability of the clusters and the consistent links of the nodes are directly dependent upon
the quick organization of the network and the instant updating of the node’s records.
Therefore, the network remains maintained and consistent for efficient dissemination of
MDMs, irrespective of the dynamic mobility of the nodes. Hence, the proposed protocol
has achieved a stable and organized network by keeping the rapid update of cluster records,
reducing the CH and CM switching.

5. Conclusions

UGVs play a major role in saving human lives, especially during dangerous operations
like mine detection and clearance by keeping and maintaining a safe distance from the
mines. In this paper, we applied the VANET paradigm among UGVs and UAVs in combina-
tion to develop a cluster-based centralized vehicular coordinating system to overcome the
deficiencies of our previous work, in which only UGV communication was proposed. The
UGVs and UAVs cooperate and assist each other so that the MDM dissemination becomes
efficient in all possible real-time scenarios by fulfilling all desired requirements of the mine
disposal staff. The stability of UGVs has been achieved by proposing an LBCHE scheme in
which the protocol adapts itself to any environment because of the assignment of priorities
to each level. The multicast approach combines the unique cluster-based technique to
increase the throughput and reduce the delay and overhead.

6. Future Work

In future work, the protocol will be enhanced by introducing the larger architecture of
UGV and UAV cooperation, which will be helpful for the rescue teams in a range of other
applications to save human lives and to reduce human casualties from severe disasters
by informing them about the level of risk ahead. The simulations will also be discussed
and analyzed in more detail concerning the UGV density beyond 20 vehicles per kilometer,
throughput versus overhead, etc.
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